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In recent years, with the wide application and popularization of artificial intelligence algorithm in the field of multisensor
information processing, it has been a research hotspot to solve the problem of sensor alliance formation in the battlefield
environment by using multisensor cross-cueing technology. Based on the establishment of the multisensor hybrid dynamic
alliance model and objective function, a multisensor cross-cueing algorithm based on dynamic discrete particle swarm opti-
mization (DDPSO) with sensitive particles is proposed and a mechanism of “predict re-predict” is proposed in the process of
sensor handover. Simulations have verified the good convergence effect and small detection error of multisensor cross-cueing
technology in solving alliance formation problems. Meanwhile, compared with “measurement and then update” and “predict and
update” mechanisms, the proposed mechanism is more suitable to the changing combat environment. At the same time, to some
extent, it also shows that the artificial intelligence algorithm is more suitable for multisensor information processing.

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence technology is currently at the forefront
of academic innovation and more and more widely used in
target detection and tracking [1, 2]. However, only a single
sensor cannot fully achieve early warning detection of tar-
gets, so it is necessary to use multisensor cooperation to
achieve continuous high probability detection of targets
[3–6]. An important way of cooperative detection is to build
multisensor dynamic alliance [7, 8]. -e concept of dynamic
alliance [9, 10] was first put forward in the manufacturing
industry in the United States in order to improve production
efficiency [11–13] and subsequently was introduced into
wireless sensor networks by domestic scholars [14, 15]. At
present, most of the establishment of dynamic alliance is
based on serial structure [16–20]. -e main problem of this
structure is low efficiency and easy-to-cause resource waste
or excessive strain. -e formation of multisensor dynamic
alliance is mainly divided into two parts: formation and
connection. -e essence of multisensor alliance formation
belongs to multisensor multitarget assignment problem. At

present, there are many algorithms for multisensor multi-
target assignment problem in the field of artificial intelli-
gence at home and abroad, such as genetic algorithm [21],
genetic algorithm optimization [22], particle swarm algo-
rithm [23], and particle swarm optimization algorithm
[22, 24–28], represented by particle swarm optimization,
and a series of intelligence algorithms such as linear pro-
gramming method [29] and auction algorithm [30]. Carlisle
and Dozier [31] proposed an improved particle swarm
optimization algorithm based on periodic iteration count
resetting and environment change triggering resetting the
particle’s optimal position. In the experiment, the position
and speed of the target are fixed, and the fitness function is
simple, which cannot meet the requirements of the multi-
sensor target detection model. Chen et al. [32] proposed
particle swarm optimization (PSO) to solve the problem of
alliance formation, but the algorithm did not consider the
dynamic changes of the environment. Fan et al. [33] adopted
discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm (DPSO) to
realize alliance building, which proved the effectiveness of
swarm intelligence algorithm to a certain extent but did not
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consider the consumption problem in alliance formation.
Pang et al. [34] proposed the switching mechanism of
“detection is update” when studying the switching mecha-
nism of multisensor alliance. However, in practical appli-
cation, the high-speed movement of the target will lead to
target loss to a certain extent, resulting in low measurement
accuracy affecting prediction. Fu et al. [35] proposed a
switching mechanism of “predict is update,” which is im-
proved compared with the switching mechanism of “mea-
sure is update.” However, dynamic changes of the battlefield
environment are not taken into account, and there is a risk of
target loss in the switching process.

In this paper, the application of multisensor cross-cueing
technology in swarm intelligence is proposed to solve the
formation and connection problem of multisensor hybrid
dynamic alliance. According to the hybrid dynamic alliance
model, a multisensor cross-cueing algorithm based on dy-
namic discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO) with
sensitive particles is designed and the effectiveness of swarm
intelligence algorithm is verified by simulation analysis
compared with the existing literature. At the same time, the
mechanism of “predict and re-predict” is proposed to
complete the task of alliance transfer and achieve stable
detection of the target.

In this paper, we propose the application of improved
swarm intelligence algorithm (DDPSO) in multisensor
cross-cueing technology. In the first section, the mathe-
matical model of multisensor dynamic alliance is con-
structed and the alliance detection model is proposed.
Section 2 designs the detailed steps of multisensor cross-
prompt algorithm, Section 3 carries on the demonstration
verification, and Section 4 summarizes the work of the whole
paper and draws the conclusion.

2. Multisensor Hybrid Dynamic Alliance Model

2.1. Description of Hybrid Dynamic Alliance. -e dynamic
alliance model mainly refers to a temporary dynamic whole
formed by several groups through negotiation among in-
dividuals in order to realize common interests and trigger by
actual needs. However, the existing alliance structure is
inefficient for knowing how to allocate sensors reasonably
when the detection resources are limited. It is likely that
many sensors will lose their targets because they cannot get
or they miss the sensor alliance resources because of the time
relationship, which will affect the detection effect and lead to
the failure of the final task. -erefore, this paper introduces
the hybrid multisensor dynamic alliance model to improve
the detection accuracy and reduce the detection cost. Small
detection errors can realize continuous detection and stable
detection of targets [36].

In themodel of multisensor hybrid dynamic alliance, it is
assumed that each sensor has the ability of independent
decision-making. At the same time, it can dynamically
change according to the changes of the environment to give
full play to the greatest advantage of the alliance and ac-
complish tasks efficiently. In the process of building hybrid
dynamic alliance with multisensors, there are two main
modes. One is that a sensor can joinmultiple sensor alliances

or a task can be performed by multiple sensor alliances. -e
other is that a sensor alliance can handle multiple tasks at the
same time. -e specific build process is shown in Figure 1.

2.2.TargetMotionModel. Suppose that the state of the target
is Xk � [x(k), y(k), _x(k), _y(k)]T, the state transition matrix
of the target is Xk+1 � ΦXk + ΓWk, and the observation
equation of the sensor is Zk � HXk + Vk, where Φ and Γ are
the state transition matrix of the target and the distribution
matrix of the process noise, Wk andVk are the system noise
and the observation noise,Wk’s covariance matrix isQk, and
Vk’s covariance matrix is Rk. -e initial sensor alliance
formed when the sensor tracks the target at a certain time k is
sinitial � s1, s2, · · · , sm .

In the process of target detection, the Federal Filtering
(FKF) algorithm is used to estimate the state of the target.
Four typical processes of FKF algorithm are as follows:

(1) Information distribution process:

Qi(k) � β−1
i Q(k), (1)

Pi(k) � β−1
i Pg(k), (2)

Xi(k) � Xg(k). (3)

(2) Information time update:
Xi(k + 1 | k) � Φi(k + 1, k)Xi(k), (4)

Pi(k + 1 | k) � Φ(k + 1, k)Pi(k)ΦT
(k + 1, k)

+ Γ(k + 1, k)Qi(k)ΓT
(k + 1, k).

(5)

(3) Information observation updating:

P−1
i (k | k) � Pi

−1
(k | k − 1) + HT

i R
−1
i (k)Hi(k), (6)

P−1
i (k | k)Xi(k | k) � P−1

i (k | k − 1)Xi(k | k − 1)

+ HT
i (k)R−1

i (k)Zi(k).
(7)

(4) Information fusion:

Pg � P−1
1 + P−1

2 + · · · + P−1
m 

−1
, (8)

Xg � Pg · P−1
1

X1 + P−1
2

X2 + · · · + P−1
m

Xm 
−1

. (9)

2.3. Objective Function

2.3.1. Maximum Detection Accuracy. -e detection proba-
bility is established in the alliance model. After the Kalman
filter is used to estimate the state of the target measurement,
the joint detection probability density will be pdj. -e total
probability of the detection of the target by the agent i can be
defined as follows: whether the i1 (except i0) sensor is added
to the dynamic alliance to target under the influence of the
complex environment for the detection accuracy pdj, the
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corresponding bracket item should be added or removed
every time a sensor is added or removed from the alliance.

pdj � 1 − 1 − pdi0j  1 − pdihi1

cue
pd1j  1 − pdihi2

cue
pd2j  1 − pdihi3

cue
pd3j  · · · 1 − pdihim

cue
pdmj , (10)

where pdmj is the detection rate of themth working agent for
the target number j. pdi0imj

cue is defined as the probability
that the No. n agent prompts the No. m agent successfully.

We establish the optimization model of multisensor
dynamic alliance for target detection:

MaxP � 
n

j�1
pj � 1 − exp ln 1 − pdi0j 

Hi0j
+ 

m

i�1
ln 1 − pdinim

cue
pdi0j 

Hi0j⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦. (11)

-e geometric precision attenuation factor is used as the
tracking precision of the sensor [16].

ρ � (Tr(P(k | k)))
1/2

. (12)

2.3.2. Minimum Detection Time. -e less the time it takes
for N sensor alliances to perform M tasks, indicating that
each task is executed by the nearest sensor alliance, which
greatly improves the allocation of sensor resources, the
better the task accomplished will be. Assuming that the total
detection time is T, the following objective functions can be
obtained:

MinT � min
N

i�1


M

j�1
tij. (13)

2.3.3. Minimum Detection Consumption. -e consumption
of accomplishing tasks mainly consists of two parts: the
consumption of itself and the consumption of sensors.
Assuming that the consumption of each sensor is cj(j �

1, · · · , m) and each sensor alliance is Am×n, where aij � 1
means that the sensor tracks the target and aij � 0 means
that the sensor does not track the target. -e following
objective functions can be obtained:

MinC � αmin
n

i�1


m

j�1
cjHij,

Hihj �
1, the h − th sensor joins the dynamic alliance for detecting target j,

0, the h − th sensor does not join the dynamic alliance for detecting target j.


(14)

2.4. Multisensor Cross-Cueing Algorithm

2.4.1. Relationship between Multisensor Cross-Cue and
Hybrid Dynamic Alliance. -e establishment scheme of

multisensor hybrid dynamic alliance is based on a certain
understanding of the target information. Before the for-
mation of the alliance, it needs to detect the target infor-
mation. -is process is accomplished by multisensor cross-

Alliance 4

Alliance 2 Alliance 3

s1

Alliance 1

Figure 1: Diagram of mixed alliance formation process.
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cue. After the establishment of the alliance scheme, sensors in
the alliance share their own resources and tasks and its essence is
alsomultisensor cross-cutting.-eprocess of alerting is amicro-
adjustment process, which is completed through coordination
and negotiation among sensors.-is process also belongs to the
scope of multisensor cross-alerting. -erefore, multisensor
cross-cue occurs from time to time in the process of building
multisensor hybrid dynamic alliance, which runs through the
whole process of building multisensor alliance. -e relationship
betweenmultisensor cross-cue andmultisensor hybrid dynamic
alliance is shown in Figure 2.

2.4.2. Design of Multisensor Cross-Cueing Algorithm.
From the above analysis, we can see that the problem of solving
multisensor hybrid dynamic alliance is essentially a discrete
multiobjective assignment problem. -e formation and con-
nection process of multisensor hybrid alliance can be realized by
establishing multisensor cross-cueing algorithm. At present, the
algorithm widely used in this kind of problem is swarm in-
telligence algorithm represented by particle swarm optimization
algorithm. However, in actual multisensor alliance, swarm in-
telligence algorithm is widely used. In the process of target
detection, because the battlefield environment and the target
state are changing rapidly, the fitness values corresponding to
the individual optimal position and the global optimal position
are changing in the dynamic environment, which makes the
particles easy to fall into the optimization of the previous en-
vironment, and the effect of seeking the optimal solution of the
model in the dynamic environment is unsatisfactory.

-e particle swarm algorithm is a heuristic algorithm
with a fairly simple principle. Compared with other bionic
algorithms, it requires fewer codes and parameters. Use
the best point of the current search to replace the global
optimal solution. To a large extent, this is a single-item
information-sharing mechanism and it is less affected by
the dimension of the problem. -e ant colony algorithm
has a slow convergence speed and can easily to fall into a
local optimum. -e basic ant colony algorithm generally
requires a long search time and is prone to stagnation. GA
has no memory. -e previous knowledge is destroyed as
the population changes. Compared with GA, PSO does
not require coding and no crossover and mutation op-
erations. -e particles are only updated through internal
speed, so the principle is simpler, the parameters are
fewer, and the implementation is easier. -erefore, a
cross-cueing algorithm based on discrete dynamic particle
swarm optimization (DPSO) with sensitive particles is
proposed to solve this kind of problem.

-e sensitive particle-based dynamic discrete particle
swarm optimization (DPSO) is a typical dynamic particle
swarm optimization (DPSO). It generates sensitive particles
randomly when the algorithm is initialized, calculates the
fitness of sensitive particles in each iteration, and considers
that the environment has changed when the fitness value
changes. -e response is to reinitialize the particle position
and velocity in a certain proportion.-e proposed algorithm
mainly improves the basic particle swarm optimization al-
gorithm in the following three aspects:

(1) A detection mechanism is introduced to enable the
population or particle to acquire the ability to per-
ceive changes in the external environment.

(2) A response mechanism is introduced to update the
population to adapt to the dynamic environment
after detecting the changes in the environment.

(3) -e position of particles in the algorithm represents
the hybrid dynamic alliance scheme generated for
the target, which can be expressed as a matrix. -e
matrix is a 0-1 matrix, where 0 means that the sensor
does not join the hybrid dynamic alliance to track the
target and 1 means that the sensor joins the hybrid
dynamic alliance to track the target.

-e dynamic discrete particle swarm optimization
(DPSO) algorithm based on sensitive particles is mainly
divided into seven parts:

(1) -e initialization module initializes the position and
velocity of particles in the particle swarm

(2) -e sensitive particle initialization module initializes
the position of sensitive particles

(3) -e fitness module calculates the fitness of particles
in the current environment

(4) -e particle evolution module updates the particle
velocity and position according to the current in-
dividual optimal particle and population optimal
particle

(5) -e alliance is formed and connected according to
the updated particle velocity and position

(6) -e sensitive particle fitness calculation module
calculates sensitive particle fitness value according to
the current environment

(7) -e population reinitialization module refers to the
reinitialization of particle position and velocity in a
certain proportion when the fitness value of sensitive
particles exceeds the threshold value

-e particle velocity update equation is as follows:

Vk+1 � ωVk + c1r1 Pb − Xk(  + c2r2 Pg − Xk . (15)

-e update equation of particle position is as follows:

Xk+1 � Xk + Vk+1. (16)

Here, ω is the inertia weight, k is the current iteration
number, Vk is the current particle velocity, c1 andc2 are the
acceleration factors, and r1 and r2 are the random numbers
distributed between them. In order to prevent blindly
searching for particles, their positions and velocities are
limited to certain intervals [−Xmax, Xmax] and
[−Vmax, Vmax].

-e fitness equations of particles and sensitive particles
are as follows:

fitness(i) � positionxi + positionyi. (17)

Among them, fitness(i) is the fitness value of particle and
positionxi and positionyi are the positions of particle i.
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Equation (17) shows that the higher the corresponding
height of the particle, the better the fitness of the particle.

-e algorithm flow is shown in Figure 3.

2.4.3. Predict and Re-Predict Handover Mechanism of Hybrid
Multisensor Alliance. After the establishment of hybrid
dynamic alliance, because of the large coverage of early
warning and detection network composed of multisensors,
each sensor cannot respond to the operational requirements
in time. At the same time, the estimation time of the target
state is changing. It is in a dynamic environment. When the
actual detection accuracy of the target at a certain k time
does not reach the prediction accuracy, it is very easy to
cause the following loss in the process of alliance handover.
In order to reduce the probability of alliance losing the
target, this paper proposes a mechanism of “predict and re-
predict” to better realize alliance handover. -e process of
sensor alliance formation and handover is shown in Figure 4.

-e specific implementation steps are as follows:

(1) Selecting the members of the alliance and forming
the alliance.

(2) Observing the target, and the observed value is
Z1(k),Z2(k), . . . ,Zm(k).

(3) Predicting the target information of the time k

according to the target information of the time k + 1
obtained by the FKF algorithm.

(4) In time k + 1, since the sensor and target state es-
timation are in dynamic change, when the target
detection cannot be achieved within the prediction
range, the prediction will fail. -e dichotomy
method should be used to reduce the sampling pe-
riod of time and predict again until the detection
accuracy is accurate enough to meet the conditions.

3. Simulations

3.1. Parameter Settings. -e sampling interval is 1 s, the
sampling times are 300, 200 Monte Carlo experiments are
carried out, and the simulation time is set to 1000 s.

Table 1 gives the location information of three targets,
and Table 2 gives the performance indicators of

each sensor deployed in the sensor network around the
target.

Based on the information shown in Tables 1 and 2, the
target trajectory and sensor deployment diagram in Figure 5
can be obtained.

Acquire some Information Establish Alliance 
(Precondition)

Multi-sensor Negotiation 
and Coordination

Realize Target Tracking 

Establish Alliance
(Essence)

Establish Alliance 
(Result)

Figure 2: Relationship between multisensor cross-cue and mixed dynamic alliance.

Initial Population

Initial sensitive particles

Calculate fitness

Particles Evolution

Establish Alliance

Handover Alliance

Calculate sensitive particles’ fitness

Fitness changed?

Re-initial population

Satisfy the ending condition?

Start 

End

Yes

Yes

NO

NO

Figure 3: Flow chart of the algorithm.
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-e initial parameters of the FKF algorithm are set as
follows.

-e covariance matrix of observation noise is

Rk �

Rx2 0 0

0 Ry2 0

0 0 Rz2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (18)

-e covariance matrix of system noise is

Qk � 0.001 ·

T
5/20 T

4/8 T
3/6 0 0 0

T
4/8 T

3/6 T
2/2 0 0 0

T
3/6 T

2/2 T 0 0 0

0 0 0 T
5/20 T

4/8 T
3/6

0 0 0 T
4/8 T

3/6 T
2/2

0 0 0 T
3/6 T

2/2 T

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(19)

Establish Alliance

Target Observation

FKF to predict k+1 time information

Detect the target at k+1 moment?

Handover Alliance

Reduce sampling period

Satisfy the detect 
accuracy?

NO

NO

YES

YES

Figure 4: Alliance formation and transition process.

Table 1: Target information.

Target 1 Target 2 Target 3
Initial velocity (m/s) 200 200 200
Initial longitude (°) 0.5977 0.6107 0.725
Initial latitude (°) 1.900 1.8958 1.910
Initial altitude (m) 200 10000 5000

Table 2: Sensor ability information.

Sensor (Longitude (°), latitude (°)) Cost Altitude (m) Detection radius (m) RMSE in X, Y, and Z (m)
1 (108.8, 34.50) 0.12 3000 30000 1
2 (108.9, 35.20) 0.24 15000 35000 1.2
3 (108.7, 35.75) 0.23 17000 55000 1
4 (108.4, 35.75) 0.22 14500 40000 0.8
5 (108.2, 35.60) 0.16 22500 45000 0.9
6 (108.0, 35.75) 0.18 15000 50000 1.3
7 (107.9, 35.25) 0.21 10000 40000 1
8 (107.8, 34.75) 0.09 1000 45000 1.1
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3.2. Analysis of the Simulation Results

3.2.1. Performance Simulation Analysis of the Algorithm.
-e population has 20 particles, 100 evolutionary times, 20
sensitive particles, and 1200 iterations. -e dynamic and
static particle swarm optimization algorithms are compared
and simulated. -e results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows that in the process of dynamic envi-
ronment change, both ordinary particle swarm optimization
and dynamic particle swarm optimization converge, but
ordinary particle swarm optimization shows difficulty to

dynamically track the global environment change because of
trapping local optimum. Figure 7 shows that the conver-
gence time of the HHO [37] algorithm is too long under the
dynamic model, the EHO [38] algorithm falls into the local
optimum prematurely, and the SMA [39] algorithm has
higher convergence speed and convergence accuracy but
falls into the local optimum solution earlier. However, the
dynamic particle swarm optimization (DPSO) algorithm can
detect and adapt to the changing dynamic environment. It
can solve quickly and consume less energy, so it can track the
dynamic global optimum in real time.

Discrete PSO
Dynamic PSO
Static PSO
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Figure 6: Performance analysis of the algorithms. (a) Convergence analysis of the algorithms. (b) Running time of the algorithms. (c) Cost
value of the algorithms.
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3.2.2. Simulation Analysis of the Target Detection Error.
-e static particle swarm optimization (PSO), the discrete
particle swarm optimization (DPSO), and the proposed
algorithm are compared, and the detection errors of the
three targets are obtained as shown in Figure 8.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that all three particle swarm
optimization algorithms can achieve target detection error.
Compared with dynamic particle swarm optimization, the
dynamic particle swarm optimization algorithm has a
smaller detection error range, higher detection accuracy, and
better detection of targets. Adapt to the dynamic changes of
the combat environment, save time, and improve efficiency.

3.2.3. Simulation and Analysis of Sensor Hybrid Dynamic
Alliance Formation Process

(1) Performance Comparison of Alliance Formation Methods.
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of cross-cueing alliance
formation algorithm, simulation experiments are carried out
from the perspective of whether cross-cue is used or not.

Figures 8–10 show the detection error of the target and
the real-time update schematic of the sensor with or without
cross-cue, respectively. -e simulation time is set to 3000 s.

-e simulation results show that multisensor cross-cue
can reduce target detection error, and more sensors will
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Figure 8: Target tracking error. (a) Target 1 tracking error. (b) Target 2 tracking error. (c) Target 3 tracking error.
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Figure 9: Target detection error without cross-cue. (a) Target 1 tracking error. (b) Target 2 tracking error. (c) Target 3 tracking error.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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respond to the requirement of building multisensor hybrid
dynamic alliance. -e simulation results further show that
multisensor cross-cue occurs from time to time in the
process of building multisensor hybrid dynamic alliance,
which runs through the whole process of building multi-
sensor alliance.

(2) Performance Comparison of Alliance Handover Methods.
In order to illustrate the validity of the “predictive re-pre-
diction” mechanism in the handover process of sensor al-
liance, the proposed mechanism is compared with the two

handover mechanisms of “measurement re-update” and
“prediction is update.” -e simulation time is set to 300
seconds. -e simulation results are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of detection errors for
three targets with different handover mechanisms. -e
proposed handover mechanism has the smallest error and
better convergence than the other two handover mech-
anisms. -is is because the hybrid alliance formed by
sensors in the dynamic environment can provide accurate
measurement values, thus greatly reducing the detection
error.
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Figure 10: Target tracking error with cross-cue. (a) Target 1 tracking error. (b) Target 2 tracking error. (c) Target 3 tracking error.
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Figure 11: Real-time update diagram of sensors. (a) -e sensor response order without cross-cue. (b) -e sensor response order with
cross-cue.
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4. Conclusions and Future Work

-is paper mainly focuses on the application of multisensor
cross-cueing technology to solve the formation and hand-
over of multisensor hybrid dynamic alliance.

(1) Firstly, the model of multisensor hybrid dynamic
alliance is proposed. Secondly, the relationship be-
tween multisensor cross-cue and multisensor hybrid
dynamic alliance is analyzed, which shows that
multisensor cross-cue runs through the whole pro-
cess of the formation and update of dynamic alliance.

(2) A cross-cueing algorithm based on sensitive particles
and a hybrid alliance mechanism of “predict and re-
predict” are proposed. Finally, the simulation veri-
fication is carried out.

(3) -e multisensor hybrid dynamic alliance proposed
in this paper meets the actual needs of the dynamic
change of the target state and battlefield envi-
ronment and completes the target detection task
while realizing the formation and handover of the
alliance.

(4) Compared with other similar swarm intelligence
algorithms (HHO, EHO, SWA), the algorithm
proposed in this paper has better solution quality and
convergence speed and the effectiveness of the al-
gorithm is verified in experiments.

(5) Compared with other handover mechanisms, the
predictive re-prediction mechanism proposed in this
paper is more suitable for the dynamic battlefield
environment.
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Figure 12: Target tracking error using different methods. (a) Target 1 tracking error. (b) Target 2 tracking error. (c) Target 3 tracking error.
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In future work, we will further study the application
objects and applicable scenarios of the sensing technology in
sensor work, such as the UAV cluster target that everyone is
very concerned about or the application of ultrahigh-speed
target scenarios, combined with swarm intelligence algo-
rithms such as HHO, MFO, and other algorithms for tar-
geted improvements to improve model performance.
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